Abstract. Nowadays the growing availability of stereo cameras for common applications is becoming a commodity. This paper addresses the problem of stereoscopic images data compression proposing an innovative algorithm for compressing Multi Picture Object coded stereopairs. By means of self organizing reconstruction algorithm based on image redundancy we are able to reduce the size of the enclosed JPEG images. The overall perceived (and measured) quality is managed by considering that a stereoscopic image represents the same scene acquired from two different perspectives. In particular we achieve some compression gain just encoding the two images with different quality factors. The reported results and test benchmarks show the robustness and efficiency of the proposed algorithm.
Introduction
Stereoscopy (also called stereoscopics or 3D imaging) is a technique for representation and projection of images and videos for creating the illusion of depth in order to simulate the human binocular vision. The binocular vision is based on the principle that we can present two slightly different images separately to the left and the right eye whereas such images are then combined by the viewer's brain to give the perception of 3D vision. By comparing these two images the HVS (Human Vision System) is able to infer depth distances in the scene. Using this principle, the images are usually projected on the same screen with different polarization in order to present a different image to each eye. The viewer wears eyeglasses which contain a pair of opposite polarizing filters, each filter blocks the opposite polarized light and each eye sees only one image [1] [2] . Multi Picture Object (MPO) is a file format specification to store multi-picture images [3] . The included object images are constituted by a chain of still JPEGs [4] merged together in a single file with specific tags allowing the images to be handled. One of the most used scenario is the so called "stereoscopic image representations". In that scenario, MPO tags contain both information about single images (independent JPEG images) and data about the global position of each image in the real environment. 3D viewers (e.g., 3D set top box, TV, etc.) make use of such peculiarities to properly render the stereoscopic image.
A stereoscopic image is composed by two images (left and right ones) of the same subject (called target object) captured from two different perspectives by using two cameras (or a 3D camera) where the reciprocal distance corresponds to the interocular distance (Figure1). The distance and the angle between these perspectives are called baseline length and convergence angle respectively and their measures are established in order to reproduce artificially the human binocular vision [3] .
The needed storage for each MPO file is approximately the space needed to store the embedded JPEGs, so that, taking into account that the involved scene is the same for both images, we have a lot of common and redundant information. In literature there are no other similar approaches in terms of adaptive coding denoted to attack such redundancy in MPO compliant way. Perkins's approach [5] requires a transmission format which could not replace established image formats. Unlike Perkins's approach, methods for achieve an improvement without departing from JPEG encoding are available [6] [7] . In [8] a joint decoding scheme is proposed in order to enhance the quality of the reconstructed image pairs independently compressed with JPEG. But some regions of the processed image cannot possibly be reconstructed by this method and, with a middle quality of JPEG compression, there are PSNR [9] decrease and some ghosting artifacts appear seldom [8] . In the proposed method, during encoding, one of the two images is JPEG compressed with a low quality rate [4] . Then, in decoding process, we apply a block based reconstruction algorithm to enhance its quality by using the redundant information of the high level encoded image (where some block matching is exploited). If no reliable matching is achieved, i.e. the difference between the images is high, the algorithm uses the low quality image information. This causes a losing rate which is not perceptible by the human vision system. Experiments over a significant number of MPO images [10] confirm the effectiveness of the proposed approach. In addition, as further suggested in [11] our HVS can tolerate a slight amount of asymmetric image quality for stereo viewing (i.e. the perceived quality lies between that of the two views) thus the JPEG factor of the low quality image could be reduced even more than we've described allowing to obtain better results both in terms of bitrate saving and PSNR.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed algorithm, in Section 3 the results in terms of measured quality and bitrate saving are discussed, while a conclusion section gives direction for future works.
Proposed Method
In stereoscopic pair images the target object and all its main visual details appears in both cases, only a few differences are evident on the border (left and right), as shown in Figure 2 . Figure 3 reports the encoding pipeline of the proposed approach where we split the processing according to two different encoding settings ( Figure 3 ). As shown in Figure 3 , we conventionally use the left image (denoted by I L ) as the high quality image and the right one (denoted by I R ) as the low quality image. Each block (of each channel) of the compressed image I R is enhanced by using the image I L as a reference; the same approach could be used inverting the role of the two involved images. This is a clear evidence of the robustness of the proposed method as it works without specific hypothesis related to the source images included in the original stereoscopic MPO. We limit the algorithm description to luminance plane only, but the same processing is applied also to the chromatic components.
During decoding, both images are subdivided in not overlapping blocks of equal dimensions (NxMx3 with N<W and M<H where W and H are the dimensions of both images), the proposed scheme works block by block on each channel so it operates on blocks of NxM samples for each channel plane. corr and is obtained using a well known template matching method based on the computation of the normalized cross correlation (NCC) [12] .
A common way to calculate the position of the pattern template t in the image f is to evaluate the NCC value γ(u,v) at each point (u,v) for f and t, which has been shifted by u and v steps in the x and y direction respectively. The following equation gives a definition for the NCC coefficients: u,v) and t is the mean value of the template t. The normalization makes coefficients independent to changes in brightness or contrast of the image [12] . To reduce the computational cost of NCC we used an optimization approach which calculate the NCC using a subimage of the high quality image as search range instead of using all the image as reference image, this optimization permitted us to reduce the time required for reconstruction but it doesn't affected the results in terms of quality.
The This function is based on a simplified version of Kohonen reconstruction [13] . In fact, in this step we "pull" the value of some samples from b R i to b L i depending of the similarity between these two samples. Our reconstruction uses the following equation: , is the sample which has to be enhanced (taken from Y block of b R i ). The constants α and limit (in our cases α = 0,25 and limit = 0,043) are two coefficients which determine the amount of "pulling" and the amount of "similarity" of the Kohonen reconstruction respectively [13] . This function works sample by sample and returns the enhanced block Y ( Figure 5 ).
Experimental Results
To evaluate the performances of the proposed MPO pipeline we have used for our experiments, 23 stereo MPO images conform with [3] specifications taken from [10] at various resolution sizes (1440x1080, 1444x1080, 1620x1080, 1920x1080 or 1924x1080). In our settings JPEG quality factor has been established to 85 for the high quality image and 65 (or 70) for the low quality image. Using a quality compression factor less than 65 causes an excessive degradation, viceversa using a quality compression factor greater than 70 involves a slight of bitrate saving. Reported results show compression gain in terms of total bitrate while the quality is measured considering the PSNR and the SSIM [14] . Table 1 list also the parameters used in our tests (e.g., the block size). For each MPO image and for each value of JPEG compression factor used to compress the low quality image (65 or 70) the following parameters are reported: file name, dimensions of the blocks used in decoding, the lossy (in terms of PSNR dB) measured after reconstruction and the rate of saving with respect to the same image codified using standard as high quality factor equal to 85. Although the mean values reported in Table 2 are similar, the performances change for each image and the difference between using 65 than using 70 as JPEG quality factor appears more evident comparing this variability (see Table 1 ).
Compressing using 65 the bitrate saving is between 35% and 48,7% and the lossy is between 1,66 dB and 2,76 dB. Compressing using 70 the bitrate saving is between 30% and 42% and the lossy is between 1,32 dB and 2,76 dB. The visual degradation of the reconstructed images are so low that the SSIM values are all close to 1 (average value 0,93), therefore we considered the PSNR as the most significant quality metric.
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Conclusion and Future Works
We have presented a reconstruction algorithm applied on a previous degraded image which use the redundant information between stereo pairs in order to reduce the bitrate of one view of a stereo image. The results show how this approach permits to reduce the size of MPOs with low visual degradation. The proposed algorithm provides effective results both in terms of viewing and PSNR values, the only one disadvantage of this scheme is the computational cost caused by NCC. However other more powerful approaches [12] could be used instead of NCC in order to reduce the runtime of the reconstruction algorithm.
Furthermore, it would be interesting to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm by means of 3D quality metrics instead of PSNR or other 2D quality metrics, but very little research has been done to design a quality metric for 2-view case scenario. The HV3D metric [15] is a 3D video quality metric which takes into account the depth effect and the binocular properties of the HVS.
Future works will be focused on the improvement of the performances; this could be obtained using a different blocking approach or adding to the JPEG coding of the low quality image a previous compression scheme based on a different coding or a motion estimation compression based on the spatial parameters of the acquisition device or both. Moreover when the image has small fluctuation in depth it would be interesting to evaluate alternative linear template matching methods based on the asymmetry of the distortion. The encoding pipeline proposed by this scheme should be implemented directly in the digital cameras thus all alternative solutions must take into account that the latency of acquisition is a critical factor.
